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IMPORTANT NOTICE & DISCLAIMER
Important Notice and Disclaimer
• These presentation materials and the accompanying verbal presentation (together, the Presentation Materials) have been prepared by Cashmere Iron Limited (Cashmere or Company). By receiving the Presentation Materials, you acknowledge and represent to the Company

that you have read, understood and accepted the terms of this disclaimer.
• You must read this important notice before you attempt to access the Presentation Materials. The information on this page is not part of the Presentation Materials. If you do not understand it, you should consult your professional adviser without delay.
NOT AN OFFER
• These Presentation Materials are for information purposes only. The Presentation Materials do not comprise a prospectus, product disclosure statement or other offering document under Australian law (and will not be lodged with the Australian Securities and Investments

Commission) or any other law.
• The Presentation Materials also do not constitute or form part of any invitation, offer for sale or subscription or any solicitation for any offer to buy or subscribe for any securities nor shall they or any part of them form the basis of or be relied upon in connection therewith or

act as any inducement to enter into any contract or commitment with respect to securities. In particular, these Presentation Materials do not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy, securities in the United States of America.
NOT INVESTMENT ADVICE
• The Presentation Materials are not investment or financial product advice (nor tax, accounting or legal advice) and are not intended to be used for the basis of making an investment decision. Recipients should obtain their own advice before making any investment decision.
SUMMARY INFORMATION
• The Presentation Materials do not purport to be all inclusive or to contain all information about the Company or any of the assets, current or future, of the Company.
• The Presentation Materials contain summary information about the Company and its activities which is current as at the date of the Presentation Materials. The information in the Presentation Materials is of a general nature and does not purport to contain all the information

which a prospective investor may require in evaluating a possible investment in the Company or that would be required in a prospectus or product disclosure statement or other offering document prepared in accordance with the requirements of Australian law or the laws of
any other jurisdiction, including the United States of America.

• The Company does not undertake to provide any additional or updated information whether as a result of new information, future events or results or otherwise.
FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS
• Certain statements contained in the Presentation Materials, including information as to the future financial or operating performance of the Company and its business operations, are forward looking statements. Such forward looking statements:

- are necessarily based upon a number of estimates and assumptions that, while considered reasonable by the Company, are inherently subject to significant technical, business, economic, competitive, political and social uncertainties and contingencies;
- involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause actual events or results to differ materially from estimated or anticipated events or results reflected in such forward looking statements; and
- may include, among other things, statements regarding estimates and assumptions in respect of prices, costs, results and capital expenditure, and are or may be based on assumptions and estimates related to future technical, economic, market, political, social and other

conditions.
• The Company disclaims any intent or obligation to publicly update any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or results or otherwise.
• The words “believe”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “indicate”, “contemplate”, “target”, “plan”, “intends”, “continue”, “budget”, “estimate”, “may”, “will”, “schedule” and similar expressions identify forward looking statements.
• All forward looking statements contained in the Presentation Materials are qualified by the foregoing cautionary statements. Recipients are cautioned that forward looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and accordingly recipients are cautioned not to

put undue reliance on forward looking statements due to the inherent uncertainty therein.
NO LIABILITY
• The Company has prepared the Presentation Materials based on information available to it at the time of preparation. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy or completeness of the information, opinions and conclusions

contained in the Presentation Materials. To the maximum extent permitted by law, the Company, its related bodies corporate (as that term is defined in the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (Corporations Act)) and the officers, directors, employees, advisers and agents of those
entities do not accept any responsibility or liability including, without limitation, any liability arising from fault or negligence on the part of any person, for any loss arising from the use of the Presentation Materials or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with it.

MINERAL RESOURCES
• The information in the Presentation Materials which relates to mineral resources is based on information compiled by Phil Jones who is a Member of The Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy (AusIMM) and Australian Institute of Geoscientists (AIG). Phil Jones has

sufficient experience which is relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration and to the activity which he is undertaking to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the 2012 edition of the ‘Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration
Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves’ (the JORC Code). Phil Jones is an independent self-employed consultant geologist. Phil Jones consents to the inclusion of the information in the Presentation Materials in the form and context in which it appears.

EXPLORATION
• The information in the Presentation Materials that relates to the exploration results and exploration targets is based on information compiled by Phil Jones who is a Member of The Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy (AusIMM) and Australian Institute of

Geoscientists (AIG). Phil Jones has sufficient experience which is relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration and to the activity which he is undertaking to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the 2012 Edition of the ‘Australasian Code
for Reporting of Exploration results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves’. Phil Jones is an independent self-employed consultant geologist. Phil Jones consents to the inclusion of the information in the Presentation Materials in the form and context in which it appears.
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Risks of Investment
• There are a number of risks, both specific to the Company and of a general nature, which may, either individually or in combination, affect the future operational and financial performance of the Company and the mining industry in which it operates, and the value of its 

shares. The future performance of the Company and the value of its shares may be influenced by a range of factors, many of which are largely beyond the control of the Company and the Directors. 

• The Company’s shares should be considered as highly speculative, and any investment in the Company is not risk free. A non-exhaustive overview of some key risks applicable to the Company and its projects is set out below. If you do not understand any matters contained 
in these Presentation Materials, you should consult your accountant, financial adviser, stockbroker, lawyer or other professional adviser.

• No assurances can be given that the Company will achieve commercial viability through the successful exploration and/or mining of its projects. Until the Company is able to realise value from its projects, it is likely to incur ongoing operating losses.

• The mining tenements comprising the Company’s projects are at various stages of exploration, and mineral exploration and development are high-risk undertakings. There can be no assurance that future exploration on these tenements, or any other tenements that may be 
acquired in the future, will result in the discovery of an economic resource. Even if an apparently viable resource is identified, there is no guarantee that it can be economically exploited. The future exploration activities of the Company may be affected by a range of factors, 
including geological conditions, limitations on activities due to seasonal weather patterns or adverse weather conditions, unanticipated operational and technical difficulties, difficulties in commissioning and operating plant and equipment, mechanical failure or plant 
breakdown, unanticipated metallurgical problems which may affect extraction costs, industrial and environmental accidents, industrial disputes, unexpected shortages and increases in the costs of consumables, spare parts, plant, equipment and staff, native title process, 
changing government regulations and many other factors beyond the control of the Company. The success of the Company will also depend upon the Company being able to maintain title to the mining tenements comprising the projects and obtaining all required 
approvals for its contemplated activities, including obtaining the grant of mining leases. In the event that exploration programs prove to be unsuccessful this could lead to a diminution in the value of the projects, a reduction in the cash reserves of the Company and possible 
relinquishment of one or more of the mining tenements comprising the Project.

• The estimates set out in these Presentation Materials (including in relation to operating and capital expenses, project economics, and project net present values) are based on certain assumptions. By their nature, these estimates and assumptions are subject to significant 
uncertainty, and accordingly, the actual figures may materially differ from the estimates and assumptions. Accordingly, no assurance can be given that the estimates and the underlying assumptions will be realised in practice, which may materially and adversely impact the 
Company’s viability.

• Possible future development of mining operations at the Company’s projects is dependent on a number of factors including, but not limited to, the acquisition and/or delineation of economically recoverable mineralisation, favourable geological conditions, receiving the 
necessary approvals from all relevant authorities and parties, seasonal weather patterns, unanticipated technical and operational difficulties encountered in extraction and production activities, mechanical failure of operating plant and equipment, shortages or increases in 
the price of consumables, spare parts and plant and equipment, cost overruns, access to the required level of funding and contracting risk from third parties providing essential services. If the Company commences production on a project, its operations may be disrupted 
by a variety of risks and hazards which are beyond the control of the Company. No assurance can be given that the Company will achieve commercial viability through the development of the Project. The risks associated with the development of a mine will be considered in 
full should the Project reach that stage and will be managed with ongoing consideration of stakeholder interests.

• The Company’s capital requirements depend on numerous factors. The Company may require further financing in the future. Any additional equity financing will dilute shareholdings, and debt financing, if available, may involve restrictions on financing and operating 
activities. If the Company is unable to obtain additional financing as needed, it maybe required to reduce the scope of its operations and scale back its exploration programs as the case may be. There is however no guarantee that the Company will be able to secure any 
additional funding or be able to secure funding on terms favourable to the Company.

• There is currently no public market for the Company’s shares. The price and value of its shares is therefore subject to uncertainty and there can be no assurance that an active market for the Company’s Shares will develop or continue.

• Adverse changes in government policies or legislation may affect ownership of mineral interests, taxation, royalties, land access, labour relations, and mining and exploration activities of the Company. It is possible that the current system of exploration and mine permitting 
in Western Australia may change, resulting in impairment of rights and possibly expropriation of the project tenements without adequate compensation.

IMPORTANT NOTICE & DISCLAIMER
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NEAR TERM DSO POTENTIAL

• Initial exploration program suggests potential discovery of BIF zone along initial 6km strike

• RC drill program to be underway at Mt Anderson for DSO project

• Following positive drill result will look to push towards development

POSITIVE MAGNETITE TAILWINDS

• Global push for decarbonisation creates significant price premium for high grade iron ore

• Cashmere magnetite +68% Fe high-grade qualities ideal for premium market

INFRASTRUCTURE SOLUTION BEING ADVANCED

• Infrastructure HoA with AGIG to connect Cashmere to a new Oakajee Port

• Offtake discussions with Anglo American

SIGNIFICANT MAGNETITE DEPOSIT

• Mineral Resource of 1.2Bt @ 32% Fe with over 32k metres RC and diamond drilling

• Initial test work indicates +68% Fe product with low impurities – high value in use

• Exploration Target across Mining Lease of >4Bt, this excludes potential across exploration 

leases with additional strike of 70km’s

11

2

3
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COMPANY HISTORY
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May 2020
Heads of 

Agreement 
signed with AGIG 

2016
Further 
metallurgical test 
work shows 
product of +68% 
achievable

2010-2011
+8,500m drilling completed over 
hematite targets

Separate scoping studies 
completed on Cashmere Downs 
Magnetite, BFO Hematite & 
Detrital development

1996
Initial airborne  
magnetic survey 
over Cashmere 
Downs

2012
IPO (process initiated 
by RBS Morgans & 
subsequently put on 
hold)

2007
Cashmere Iron Limited 
incorporated 

Cashmere Downs 
Ferrous Rights 
acquired from Mabrouk 
Minerals 

2002-2004
Early 
exploration data 
indicates 
significant Fe

2005-2006
First exploration 
program completed 
including detailed 
mapping & 1,883m of 
RC drilling and met 
testwork

2007-2008
Second exploration 
program of +17,500m 
RC and diamond 
drilling at Cashmere 
Downs

2009
Metallurgical testwork of 
diamond core samples 
indicates +65% product 
achievable

2010
Cashmere Downs 
Mineral Resource 
update of 823Mt @ 
32.5% Fe over 
magnetite (non 
JORC 2012)

March 2021
MoU Signed 
with AGIG & 
Anglo American

Q4 2021
Significant new 
activity in the 
Mid West region

2005
Cashmere Downs 
Maiden Mineral 
Resource of 135Mt @ 
36.7% Fe over 
magnetite (non JORC 
2012)

August 2020
Offtake LOI from 
Anglo American
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CASHMERE DOWNS IRON ORE PROJECT
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World Class Magnetite Project 
JORC Resource

• Mineral Resource of 1,200Mt at 32% Fe
• Resource defined by over 32,000m of drilling

Geology & 
Metallurgy

• High grade Magnetite of 32.6% Fe with concentration grade of +65% Fe
• Test work demonstrates processing ore can achieve premium 68.5% Fe 

product with low silica of ~4.5% from weight recovery > 36% 
• Detailed independent review of resource completed by CSA

Significant 
Exploration 

Upside

• +1Bt resource within 7.5km of a potential 100km strike length

• Exploration Target across Mining Lease of >4Bt, this excludes potential across 

exploration leases with additional strike of 70km’s

Offtake
• Anglo American has an option to 

become an offtake partner and invest in 
the development of Cashmere Downs 

›

Pellet
• Cashmere will explore the potential development of a “Green” Pellet 

plant at Oakajee
• Opportunity to capture significant product premium



SIGNIFICANT PROSPECTIVE AREA
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Extensive tenement package with large Exploration Targets and untested strike
Satellite image

Legend

RC Drillhole

Auger Drillhole

1 NW Target Area

2 Southern Syncline

3 Dave’s Find

2

3

• 201km2 land package at 
Cashmere Downs

• 100km of outcropping banded 
iron formation (BIF) identified 

• Outcropping resource enabling 
low strip mining operation

• +1Bt JORC Mineral Resource 
confirmed within just 7.5km of 
strike in the Northwest Target 
Area

• Exploration Target across Mining 
Lease of >4Bt

• ~70km’s of untested strike across 
exploration leases within the 
project area

›

1

Drillholes



HIGH GRADE EXPLORATION TARGETS
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Further Upside from High Grade Magnetite Core ›

Hole CIR 006 66 meters @ 68.71% Fe
Hole CIR 022 117 meters @ 65.69 (including 24 meters @ 70.47% Fe)
Hole CIR 065 90 meters @ 69.57% Fe
Hole CIR 009 78 meters @ 68.32% Fe
Hole CIR 017 153 meters @67.44% Fe
Hole CIR 031 39 meters @ 70.65% Fe
Hole CIR 064 60 Meters @ 70.65% Fe
Hole CIR 045 150 Meters @ 68.47% Fe
Hole CIR 055 99 Meters @ 69.7% Fe
Hole CIR 052 207 Meters @ 67.75% Fe
Hole CIR 071 201 Meyers @ 69.24% Fe
Hole CIR 057 114 Meters @ 68.28% Fe (including 45 Meters @ 70.38% Fe)
Hole CIR 080 180Meters @ 67.27% Fe

Significant High-Grade intersections indicating potential +70% Fe1

Diagrams shows high grade core capable of producing 69% Fe. concentrate at high weight recovery greater than 40%
1. Concentrate grade results derived from DTR test work at a 38 micron grind size 



MIDWEST SHARED INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT
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Slurry Pipeline Solution Gas / Power Pipeline Solution Oakajee Port Proposed Development

• The MSWIP is a consortium led by Australian Gas Infrastructure Group (AGIG)

• Plan to develop a low-cost processing route for isolated magnetite resources in Western
Australia’s mid-west

• AGIG and Cashmere to jointly fund PFS to assess infrastructure for emerging magnetite
projects in WA’s Midwest Region

• Significant work has occurred with planning well advanced and support from the Western
Australian Government

• MWSIP will connect the Mid West via slurry pipeline “hydro-transport” to a proposed drying
and transshipping port at Oakajee

• Ancillary infrastructure to support greater development in the region and benefit local
communities

• Studies will highlight renewable opportunities including solar, wind and hydrogen

Source: AGIG



MSWIP WELL ADVANCED
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Slurry Pipeline Solution

 Significant time and resources
spent over past 4 years on the
MWSIP

 Extensive engagement with key
stakeholders regarding access to
the Oakajee Strategic Industrial
Area

 Letter of support from Minister
for Regional Development

 Easement established between
the Dampier to Bunbury Natural
Gas Pipeline to Oakajee

 Preferred Developer Status to be
granted if PFS demonstrates
economic viability



MT ANDERSON IRON ORE PROJECT
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Cashmere owns 100% of the Mount Anderson
Iron Ore Project 

Large Resource 
Potential

• Exploration target of over 3 billion tonnes of 
high grade magnetite 

Extensive Ridges
• Mt Anderson tenements cover some 28 km 

strike length of mapped BIF units 

• The ridges extend over 50m above surface

Initial exploration 
work undertaken

• Significant surface mapping has confirmed the 
continuity of the BIF units 

• Extensive rock chip sampling has confirmed 
high grade magnetite potential of over 30% Fe

›



MT ANDERSON – DSO OPPORTUNITY
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High-grade targets identified

Gary’s Groyne 
Discovery

• Positive initial exploration results at Gary’s Groyne area (Gary’s 
Groyne) at Mt Anderson

• 274 rock chip samples taken from the Gary’s Groyne area with 
237 samples recorded as containing BIF mineralisation and 124 
samples recording Fe grades greater than 57%

Strong 
Offtake 
Interest

• Non-binding LOI with Anglo American

• Intention of converting to binding agreement once initial 
drilling is complete and specification obtained

Near Term 
Development

• Drilling campaign currently underway to allow assessment of 
Mt Anderson as a potential DSO operation

• Cashmere will look to accelerate development of Mt 
Anderson DSO project should drilling result be positive

›



SUMMARY

Investigation of Mt Anderson 
as DSO prospect with a 
potentially significant 
magnetite resource is 

underway

World-class magnetite 
project with 1.2Bt Mineral 

Resource and positive 
initial testwork

Path to infrastructure and 
offtake solution with AGIG 

and Anglo American

Record iron ore prices and 
ESG driven demand for 

high-grade ores

Initial Public Offer targeted 
for 2022

PFS completion Q3 2022 & 
strong pipeline of news flow 

expected over next 12-18 
months

14
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APPENDICES



APPENDIX 1: JORC RESOURCE
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Deposit JORC Classification
Tonnage Fe SiO2 Al2O3 Fe

Mt Grade (%) Grade (%) Grade (%) Contained (Mt)

Canga/Detritals Indicated 29.1 37.3% 31.7% 6.9% 10.9

Other BIF Indicated 2.6 43.7% 22.8% 6.4% 1.1

DSO Hematite Indicated 3.4 55.4% 7.8% 4.9% 1.9

Northwest Target Hematite Measured 42.0 33.5% 48.5% 0.6% 14.1

Indicated 137.0 32.9% 49.3% 0.6% 45.1

Inferred 13.0 31.3% 51.2% 0.8% 4.1

Sub-total 192.0 32.9% 49.3% 0.6% 63.2

Northwest Target Magnetite Measured 160.4 33.4% 48.3% 0.4% 53.6

Indicated 597.1 32.5% 49.4% 0.5% 194.1

Inferred 65.1 31.0% 51.1% 0.5% 20.2

Sub-total 822.6 32.6% 49.3% 0.5% 267.8

BIF (North East) Inferred 149.9 26.3% 51.5% 0.2% 39.4

Total Measured 202.4 33.4% 48.3% 0.4% 67.6

Indicated 769.2 32.9% 48.5% 0.8% 253.0

Inferred 228.0 27.9% 51.4% 0.3% 63.7

Total 1,200 32.0% 49.0% 0.6% 384.3
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